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PlanIt Calgary 
 
 

Summary 
 
In 2005, 18,000 Calgarians began working together to envision their future well into the next century. The process that set 
up the City of Calgary’s long-term vision was called imagineCALGARY and it resulted in the imagineCALGARY Plan for Long 
Range Urban Sustainability. In 2007, city politicians launched a similar process, known as PlanIt Calgary. Its goal was to 
create integrated land use and mobility plans to guide policies and actions for the next 60 years. 
 
The PlanIt Calgary initiative lasted two years and involved some 6,000 Calgarians. Citizens had many chances to be part of 
this planning process through telephone surveys, town hall meetings, a two-day summit, 10 public open houses, three 
design-based charettes, and more. 
 
PlanIt Calgary built on the success and processes of imagineCALGARY to create a new Municipal Development Plan (MDP) 
and the Calgary Transportation Plan (CTP). Both were passed by City Council on September 28, 2009. 
 
 

Background 
 
Sustainability was the focus of imagineCALGARY. When the time came to make the vision of imagineCALGARY more 
concrete by planning for the next 60, rather than 100 years, PlanIt Calgary adopted many of the principles that guided 
imagineCALGARY:  
 
 “In this perspective, we can look beyond current politics, infrastructure and other constraints that we face today … we’re 
also able to assess mega-trends that will affect our community, such as demographic changes, resource scarcity, 
technological transformations and climate change. We can also think about accommodating pressures such as population 
growth and increasing complexities of cities and the systems that support them. We have more complex issues and much 
more sophisticated technology today which allow us to plan ahead many decades.” 
 
Estimates indicate that Calgary’s population will increase from one million to 2.3 million in the next 60 to 70 years. PlanIt 
Calgary set the stage for citizens to understand how the city will accommodate not only new growth but also the needs of 
its aging baby-boomers. 
 
An outside impetus came from the requirement to comply with the new Province of Alberta Land Use Framework. The time 
was ripe to use citizen engagement, which had worked so well during imagineCALGARY, to develop mobility and urban land 
use plans to guide the city to 2069 and beyond. 
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Project Development 
 
PlanIt Calgary was not ‘business as usual’. The city opted to use a different process to create two key planning documents 
that would guide land use and mobility for the next 60 years. While imagineCALGARY’s job had been to develop a vision and 
principles to support that vision, the focus of PlanIt Calgary was to develop goals, objectives, indicators and targets. 
 
PlanIt Calgary asked three questions to focus the planning process: 
 

 How can the city accommodate growth in a more sustainable way? 

 How will jobs, housing, and transportation be distributed, delivered, and designed? 

 What are the implications of these choices — social, environmental, fiscal, and economic? 
 
Towards a Sustainable City: The Case for Change was created and circulated early in the PlanIt Calgary process. It clearly 
outlined the need to plan and develop the city in a different way and set out the decision framework that city staff would 
use to create its new integrated plan. 
 
 

Project Implementation 
 
Having an informed public meant that PlanIt Calgary needed to inform itself, right from the start. As the process began in 
2007, the planning team needed information on topics such as: 
 

 demographics and employment trends throughout the region 

 housing affordability and smart growth in Calgary 

 the built environment and health and wellness  

 green infrastructure in Calgary's main mobility corridors  

 directions for city-wide commercial  and retail policy  

 local transportation connectivity 

 energy mapping     
 
PlanIt Calgary commissioned research studies on all these topics and shared the results widely, both online and as part of 
the public engagement documents it produced. Another key piece of research was a cost analysis of PlanIt Calgary’s own 
work. This analysis was done later in the process and also posted online. 
 
Developing a web presence and solid branding were high on the project team’s agenda. Communications staff looked for 
fun ways to get the message out that Calgary was planning its future. They created scenarios from the 1950s where one 
person in a couple says, “In 50 years, Calgarians will cycle and walk to work on hundreds of miles of city pathways!” and the 
other replies, “Dream on, Ethel.”  
 
Mounted as posters at bus stations and as cardboard cutouts at malls, the branding was designed to appeal to those who 
were alive in the 1950s and to younger Calgarians who found the “flashback” approach amusing. The branding made sense 
to people because the goal was to project their desire for a better city into the public planning process that PlanIt Calgary 
offered. 
By the end of 2007, a telephone survey and a workbook with key questions based on The Case for Change asked Calgarians 
how they felt the city should grow.  
 
The first few months of 2008 included a series of focus groups on making the city more sustainable and improving quality of 
life, and a week-long case study in one of the city’s main corridors using charettes to test land use and mobility scenarios. 
 
In June 2008, the Federation of Calgary Communities (FCC) partnered with PlanIt Calgary to host three public workshops to 
discuss eight key directions for sustainable growth. A month later, the public and all stakeholders were invited to comment 
on Towards a Sustainable City: Key Directions for Land Use and Mobility.  
 
A two-day PlanIt Calgary Summit held in November 2008 attracted more than 250 participants and  featured research 
results from the studies commissioned earlier in the process. It also gave people a chance to hear international experts’ 
views on city growth and the challenges of developing sustainable land use and transportation policies.  
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In February 2009, PlanIt Calgary invited citizens to view a summary of the feedback collected to date. Two featured 
speakers gave their views on the relationship between public health and environment. From March to May 2009, a series of 
12 open houses throughout the city gave people a chance to learn about, view, and comment on the proposed land use and 
mobility plans. 
 
Three days of public hearings before City Council in June 2009 allowed special interest groups and the public to voice their 
views on the proposed plans to city politicians. More than 100 people spoke in favour of and against the proposed plans.  
 
 

Results 
 
 On September 28, 2009, City Council approved a new Municipal Development Plan (MDP) and a new Calgary 

Transportation Plan (CTP). In reaching this important milestone, PlanIt Calgary had engaged more than 6,000 people.  

 As a result of PlanIt Calgary, City Council approved 11 sustainability principles and eight key directions related to land 
use and mobility. 

 The city will measure the impact of its two new planning documents through 14 core indicators and their 60-year 
targets. Every three years, city officials will issue a public report on these indicators, which will also help the city set 
business planning priorities and budgets. 

 The results of PlanIt Calgary extend to how planning, growth, and budgeting decisions are made in a more integrated 
way.  

 In the important area of growth management, a Directors’ Integrated Growth Committee brings high-level city 
directors together to plan and budget for the future, based on the directions set in the MDP and CTP.   

 
 

Lessons Learned 
 

 COMMIT AND COLLABORATE. “The scale of what we did was quite large and with something that big, it’s important to 
ensure that it’s a corporate priority,” says Glen Radway, coordinator of city-wide policy in the Land Use Planning and 
Policy section. “We also used a multi-disciplinary team to make it happen.” 

 WELCOME PARTICIPATION. Radway believes that citizens are interested in long-term growth and change in their city. 
“They will participate and be engaged if you give them the chance to do so.”  

 BE CREATIVE. Crafting information so it makes sense to citizens, to homeowners, and to developers was also key to the 
success of the PlanIt Calgary process. “We learned that it was important to take a design-based approach — something 
visual that could really help to make ideas clear to people.” 

 USE TECHNOLOGY. Sharing key information along the way helped to keep both Council and the public involved. Using 
web technology, as well as social media and strong branding, helped to get messages out and keep the process flowing.   

 INFORM STAFF. On the down side, “when you’re trying to build a high-level vision, you can risk losing people who do 
the day-to-day work at the level of implementation (within the City),” says Radway. “We had a sense this might 
happen, so we left time to make sure this communication happened once the plans were approved. We needed all the 
time we set aside.”  

 
 

Related and Future Initiatives 
 
Council delayed the implementation date of the MDP for six months. This gave industry, communities, and citizens a chance 
to be clear about the plan and its implications. PlanIt Calgary also created an implementation guide to help make the MDP 
clearer to stakeholders. 
 
A set of e-learning modules was created to inform city staff about the MDP and CTP. The city may decide to make these 
modules available in a wider and more public way. 
 
City officials are already creating new planning processes and guidelines. In the mobility sector, the CTP’s impact may 
include street designs that support multiple travel choices and add green infrastructure. 
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Partners and Collaboration 
 
PlanIt Calgary engaged 6,000 Calgarians in a wide variety of events. 
 
Internal collaboration among city departments during PlanIt Calgary was very effective and has continued. 
 
The Calgary Regional Partnership, which was also affected by the province’s new Land Use Framework, made use of PlanIt 
Calgary’s research in its work on regional issues. 
 
 

Contact 
Glen Radway 
Coordinator, City-wide Policy, Land Use Planning and Policy section 
City of Calgary, Alberta 
403-268-5928 
Glen.Radway@calgary.ca 
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